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Sa ating magigiting na mga kasapi at namumuno ng Sentro ng 
mga Nagkakaisa at Progresibong Manggagawa (SENTRO) at sa 
pinagsanib na mga union sa electricity at power industry, isang 
mapayapang araw sa inyong lahat! 

 
I am privileged and thankful to join you on your historic occasion. 
What unfolds today is a significant contribution to the advance of 
trade unionism in the country. 
  
The merger of local unions in the electric power industry into one 
national labor union is a laudable initiative. And SENTRO deserves 
more than just congratulations for this innovative act. 
 
Under the banner of POWER, workers in the industry will now be 
greatly energized to defend and advance their rights and welfare. 
And under a unified union, collaboration among you in the various 
power enterprises will be the rule and that your resources are 
pooled together thus guaranteeing success of your campaigns.     
  
I have taken note of the fact that this merger is happening after 
15 years of hard work, combined with the commitment of a well-
informed membership. Today, POWER is one strong National Labor 
Union in the electric power industry. 
  
While mergers are nothing new in the labor movement, the 

merging process is very challenging to both the leaders and 
members. For one, there is no one-size-fits-all approach to the 
process. Every labor union is unique and it takes a lot of 
determination to deal with every group’s dynamics and relations 
with employers. 
 



This is especially so with the law that encourages competition 

among your employers, the players in the power industry. 
 
The EPIRA law of 2001 introduced reforms leading to the 
restructuring of the industry and the privatization of most 
government-owned power generation and transmission assets.  
These reforms brought forth competition among players to bring 
down electricity prices and ensure affordable and reliable supply of 
energy. 
  
It was just unfortunate that in the process, issues cropped up 

involving the practice of electric cooperatives and the 
implementation of policies adopted by the National Electrification 
Administration that affect labor rights. This is on top of the spike 
in energy costs that affected a lot of people. 
  
Even outside of the power industry, there have been a number of 
workers who lost their jobs with the closure of establishments 
due to high electricity rates resulting to uncompetitive operations. 
  
In some instances, factory workers do not get the increase due 
them because employers spend more for operation and 
maintenance costs with high industrial electricity rate. Ours is 
second in Asia and third highest in world. 
  
But there is a rainbow after the storm, so to speak.  Republic Act 
No. 10531 or the “National Electrification Administration Reform 
Act of 2013” gave NEA expanded powers. With this law, electric 
cooperatives will be strengthened and helped to become 
economically viable. 
  
We, in the labor department, support this law with its framework 

for the implementation of structural reforms in pursuit of the 
country's total electrification in an accelerated and sustainable 
manner. This is seen to help ensure a more competitive and 
affordable power rates for our people. 
  



Sa totoo lang,  nalulugod ako sa kampanya ninyo dahil hindi 

lamang mga manggagawa sa power industry ang 
makikinabang.  Higit na maramin nating mga kababayan at 
consumers ang makikinabang dito.  Alam naman nating lahat na 
ang mga households at pamilya ay nagdudusa dahil sa mataas na 
electricity rate. 
  
Since the enactment of the EPIRA Law, several of its provisions 
have yet to be fully implemented and the promise of consumer 
choice and lower power rates has yet to be realized. 
  

With POWER as a national labor union, I have high hopes significant 
changes in the industry are in the offing. 
 
As you are now unified to protect your collective interest in the 
energy sector, you will also play an important role in lobbying with 
Congress on your crusade. 
  
More than the countless accomplishments you will achieve at the 
bargaining table, I wish you huge success in this new and 
challenging endeavor. Para sa bayan! 
  
Mabuhay ang mga manggawa sa industriya ng enerhiya! 
 
More POWER to all of you!   
 
 


